
 
 

M y  V e r y  B e s t  C h i n a  S e r i e s  

Table Runner Instructions 
 

 
 

Use any of our quilted-in-the-hoop Very Best China collections to make this 

fabulous 14” x 28” table runner or wall hanging. Or, by simply trimming them 

into squares, make just about any other creation you can dream up! 
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Supplies: 

• Three or more completely embroidered and quilted china series designs, not trimmed 

• Two border fabrics; scraps for the interior border and 1/8” yd. for the larger dark blue border 

• Batting—18’ x 32” 

• Novelty print for backing—18” x 32;” we scrap pieced a backing 

• “505” fabric adhesive, optional 

• 2-1/2” binding strip approx.. 90” long 

 

1. Trim designs square 

Our Very Best China 

collections were designed for 

a round format, but trim them 

into squares and you have 

opened up a world of new 

project ideas! Once your 

design is out of the hoop, 

study the front and back as 

shown in Photos A and B. 

According to the side that has 

the least amount of excess 

fabric, determine the largest 

size around it you’ll be able 

to cut. Remember, all three 

pieces need to be cut to the 

same size, so whichever one 

has the least excess fabric, 

will determine the cutting size 

for all three. Our shortest 

length was 1-1/4,” so that’s 

the dimension we used to trim 

our blocks. 

Once you have your own measurement, you can mark the trim lines on all three pieces. Use a ruler to find 

a horizontal or vertical line in the design as shown in Photo A; the shells have words in the quilting, so we 

were able to use them as a horizontal guideline when cutting. If you can’t find any “straight” design 

element to use, it won’t look like your piece is crooked anyway, so just orient it the way that looks best to 

you. Once you have your piece oriented, make marks 1-1/4” away (or your own trim size) from the circle 

border as shown by the red dots in Photo C. Use a plastic gridded ruler and draw your borders across the 

dots in a sharp pencil, shown in green, and check that it looks right. Then trim as in Photo D. 

Now that you’ve mastered how to make a round design square, just imagine how much more usable they 

become—you could make a larger mug mat (you could even trim it to a rectangle instead of a square if 

desired), a quilt block, pillow front, or potholder, to name just a few… and it has already been quilted! 



 

2. Sashing strips 

When all blocks are cut square, line them up in the order you’d like to stitch them. A horizontal format 

makes a great table runner, a vertical format for a wall hanging; or if you have four or more blocks, 

consider stitching them together in a square or rectangle. Cut a 1” sashing strip by the height of your 

blocks for each side, as shown in Photo E; we needed four. With right sides together and a ¼” seam, stitch 

the sashing strips to the sides of your blocks, carefully folding back both the batting and backing as you 

stitch; do not catch them in the seams. Photo F shows the first block being sewn with the sashing to the 

right. Press the seam toward the sashing. As your piece gets longer, you will have to continue to pull 

batting and backing away from the seams before stitching; Photo G shows the middle shell being stitched 

with its left sashing, which has already been sewn to the first shell; we pinned all backing and batting out 

of the way at this point to make it easier. Photo H shows the completed inset sashing strip, and Photo I 

shows the back of the piece—your two blocks will be snug up against each other on the back, but are not 

sewn together yet. Note that the outermost sides of the table runner will only have one join to sew. (We 

used a pieced backing with three different fabrics in our version.) When you complete the row, it will 

look as in Photo J. 

3. Back sashing 

Next, you will attach the blocks on the back of the piece. Cut a 1-3/4” strip by the height of your piece for 

every join that needs to be covered—we have two places as shown by the red arrows in Photo K. Press 

them lengthwise, wrong sides together. Fold the right most block underneath as shown in Photo L. 

Holding back everything except the one side of the backing fabric you are stitching to, and with the raw 

edges together, pin the strip to the backing fabric. (Photo L.) Now stitch a ¼” seam as shown in Photo M. 

Unfold the piece as shown in Photo N. You can now flip the sashing you just sewed on over to cover the 

opening between the blocks. (Photo O.) Attach the other strip in the same way, between the other blocks. 

Then hand stitch the folded edges of the strips to the back of the piece as shown in Photo P. The openings 

between the blocks are now covered, and your blocks still have all of their the original quilting! 



 

 

 

4. Borders 

Once your blocks are joined on the back, you can easily add more borders to your piece. Just use ¼” 

seams as you normally would, and keep sewing as you did before, without getting the batting and backing 

caught in. We added a 1” strip to match the sashing already in place to the top and bottom of our shells. 

(Photo Q.) We then added a 3-1/2” navy blue border around that. (Photo R.) 

Once you are happy with your borders on the front, flip the piece over, and add fabric to the back to cover 

the front borders. First, add borders to the top and bottom. Use ¼” seam, and don’t catch batting or 

backing in. If you are going to quilt, your back border should extend about an inch beyond the front ones 

as shown in Photo S. Then add the borders on the left and right in the same way, as shown in Photo T. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Batting 

The last thing you’ll need to do is add batting between 

your borders. Start with the top and bottom. Lift up the 

bottom front and cut two strips of batting to the same 

width as the batting that is already quilted into your blocks. 

(Photo U.) The batting should extend a little beyond the 

backing fabric for quilting. Take a long whipstitch as 

shown in Photo V, or use spray adhesive to hold it in place, 

butting the batting that you already have stitched into the 

blocks. Then add batting to the sides of your piece. As a 

final step before quilting, we took a long running stitch in 

the 1/8” seam line all the way around the edge of our piece 

to stabilize the layers. Your piece will look as in Photo W. 

6. Quilt and bind. 

We quilted some back and forth wavy lines in the 

background of our piece. Although we did it free motion 

with the feed dogs dropped, you could sew some wavy 

lines with the feed dogs up and a regular sewing foot as 

well, if you don’t know how to free motion quilt. Vary the 

widths between lines, and vary between gentle curves and 

sharper curves for the most natural effect. Add a little 



swirl, or double back before you reach the edge of the piece if you are comfortable with free motion. We 

have included a large photo below of our finished piece for quilting inspiration. You could also just draw 

out a simple grid and quilt straight lines, or if you aren’t a fan of quilting or for the quickest results, just 

trim all of your edges even and bind.  

We used 2-1/2” strips pressed in half lengthwise to finish our quilt. Feel free to use this quilter’s method, 

or your own favorite method to finish your piece. And if you’ve enjoyed this project, don’t forget to look 

for our Christmas version of My Very Best China coming as part of our Santa’s Helper Christmas Club 

this fall! 

 

 

We hope you enjoyed making this beautiful, heirloom piece  

and will proudly display it in your home!  

 

 To be added to our preferred customer mailing list, post photos of your creations,  

or meet friends on other social media, please visit: 

http://www.sanfranciscostitchco.com/JoinUs 

 
 

All designs are copyright 2015 San Francisco Stitch Co. Designs may not be altered, resold, or transferred to third parties.  

Selling stitched items in limited quantities is permitted. 
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